LOGO COMPONENTS

Outline -ONLY for use over photography
When using the logo over a photographic background, use of the outline logo is an option. Depending on the placement of the logo, you may overprint the photo with all logo elements in black or reverse out of the photo with all logo elements in white. Make sure proper contrast between the logo and photograph is maintained in the positioning of the logo on the photograph. The smallest acceptable usage of the outline version of the logo is . 3125" (5/16" or ~2 picas) for the width of the mark. The weight of the outline should not be ner than .5 points.
Seal is a 60% screen of black when used with grayscale version of the mark. "X" "X" "X" "X"
Only one GSA logo -EITHER primary OR composite -should appear on a page or section of advertising material, whether for print or electronic media. The recommended placements are either the upper left or lower right corner. The logo must be within the printable area of all electronic materials.
The minimum size of the logo is 0.3125 (5/16 inch or 2 picas), as measured horizontally from the edges of the mark element. When the logo is scaled, the proportions must be constrained.
There is no maximum usage size for the logo. However, when it is larger than four inches across (on an item such as a banner or exhibit) use a "vector" version of the logo. An Adobe Illustrator EPS is an example of a commonly used format for vector artwork.
0.3125"
SIZE and POSITION
Area of isolation refers to the area surrounding the logo that may not contain other graphic elements or type, as illustrated by the diagram to the right. This area of isolation also dictates the placement of the logo on a page relative to the edge of the page, i.e. the logo may not be placed closer to any edge of a page where that area is smaller than the area of isolation. The area of isolation is determined to be the distance from the tip of the white arc to the lower right corner of the mark element for both the primary and composite versions of the logo, regardless of the size of the logo. 
AREA of ISOLATION
COLOR: Electronic Usage
When the GSA logo is used electronically and the availability of "high color" (16 bit) or "true color" (24 bit) rendering is assured, the following True RGB or True Hexadecimal color values must be used. When the logo is used in electronic media where color palette availability is uncertain as in an extranet Web application, use the RGB or Web Hexadecimal color values. 
PMS
